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A quiet Jug-of-war is taking place
over the concept of instructional
leadership. On the one side resean hers
such as Ronaki Edmonds and William
Brookover argue that principals shouki
develop the knowledge and skills to
provide direct supervision of teachers
about instructional matters. On the
other side, Nano,' Pitner. Russell
Gersten and Doucitas Camino, and
Philip Cusick. among others, maintain
that princinals'iniy not he so disposed
and in any event spend little time
directly involved in teacher observation
and evaluation. Pitner, Gersten, and
Carnine have con( luded that other
personnel and certain functions in
school organizations ithly influence
the instructional process more than
the principal.

In the midst of this debate, Meredith
cl researcher for the Center for

Educational Policy and Management
(CEPMI, in collaboration with Del
Schalock and Glen rielding of. the
Mid-Willamette Valley Education
Consortium in Oregon, is testing'the
effect of the principal's participation in
a staff development program for
elementary teachers. In his experiment.
Gall is not concerned Wiih whether on
not principals currently.practice in-
structional leadership. Rather, he is
posing two questions with profound
implications for school improvement
efforts; Does training teachers in 'I

structured program,for math instruc-
tion result in higher student achieve-
ment? And what is the eyect of the
principal's participation on teachers'

subsequent performance and student.
achievemenP

Gall.s.article. which follomi..de-
scribt's the bac kground for the project
and the tindingsto date. In a second
article, Wynn f Bevoise, edik.)r of

shares her percep
tions ot one three-hour training session
involving both tea( her s and a princr-
pal

Using Staff
DeVelopment td'
'Improve Schools

,By Meredith D. Gall

I think currently the most exciting
idea in staff development involves
including principals in teacher's' inset',
vice programs. Studies of instructional

. leadership suggest that the effects of
inservice programs on teachers and
students would be enhanced if the
building principal participates in and
suPports the inservice process.

This yeai colleagues Del Schalock
.and Glen Helding and I are empirically
testing the hypothesis that.principal
participation adds an important di-
mension io staff development pro-
grarn. We are conducting the expeii-
ment in I 5 schools across three school
districts using a training program
developed by Thomas I Good and
Douglas A. Grouws, two prominent
classroom researchers at the (iniversity

, of Missouri. The program is intended
to help fourth- and fifth-grade teachers



increase their students' learning of
mathematics.

Before discussing the project, how-
ever, I wish to describe rny previous
year's research with colleagues Fay
Haisley, Rob Baker, and Miguel Perez.
Tbis work yielded a model of effective
staff developrnent programs that led
to the conceptualization of the present
experiment. .

Principles of Staff Development
Part of last year's investigation

involved an extensive literature review
to identify staff development practiCes
that contribute to increased elementary
school effectiveness, particularly in
basic skills instruction. Four recent
experiments, reviewed by Gage and
Giaconia, provided one irnportant
source ofpromising practices in staff
development. In each experiment, one
group of teachers received training in
research-validated teaching methods;
the second group received no training.
The intent of the teaching methods
Was to insure that ample time for basic
skills instruction was allocated, that
student on-task behavior was main-
tained, that student progress was
monitored, and that instructional
content matched district goals and
achievement tests.

The four experiments demonstrated
consistently that trained teachers used
the research-based teaching methods
rnore frequently andthat their students
made greater'gains in achievement.
The training procedures used io the .

experiments provided_theloundation
for our staff developinent model. We
gleaned other attributes of effective
staff development prograrns from
research on effective schools, instruc-
tional leadership, curriculum im-
plementation, and teacherattitudes.

Findings front) the literature search
were organized into a management
model suggested by the previous work
of Bruce Joyce and his associates. As
shown in Table 1, the model has five
major management tasks and a set of

Corlftg)ofStr;ff Development
Focus staff development on methods for increasing time for academic
instruction:student on-task behavior, and monitoring of student
performance.
Specify clear objectives for teacher improvement.

Delivenj System
Hold meetings to handle teachers' concerns and to build consensus.
Provide training through handbooks, group discUssion, personal feedback
based on classroom observation, and demonstrations directly relevant to the
teachers' classroom situations.
Follow up on initial training.
Gradually phase complex skills into the teachers' repertoires,
When appropriate, use the teachers' classrooms as training sites.
Use a trainer who is accepted by the teachers.
Schedule meetings at times that do not interfere with teachers' other
obligations.

Table 1
Principles of Effective Staff Development

Organizational Context
Focus the program on school improvement rather than on personal
professional development.
Group teachers with siMilar work situations so they can learn from each
other.
Involve school principals in supporting the teachers' improvement.
Buffer teachers from other distracting activities during training and
implementation.

Governance Structure
Involve teachers in planning the staff development program.
Require participation by all teachers responsible for achieving the program's
goals.
Provide incentives such as released time and paid expenses.

Selection and Evaluation
Select a research-validated staff development program.
Assess teachers' implementation.of new methods.
Assess program outcomes throqgh content-valid achievement tests.

research-based recommendatio9s
under each task. The model ern/
phasizes staff development in basic
skills, but the tasks' and most.of the
recommendations are generally appli-
cable.

The listing of tasks and reconnmen-

dations in Table 1 does not imply
judgments of priority or sequence.
The important point for administrators
to note is that all tasks must receive
attention if a staff developrnent pro-
gram is to be'successfully installed in

school system.



Current Practices
The model described above provides

a set of principles for building a staff
development program that has im-
pactimproved teacher performance
and subsequent'gains in student
achievement We were tempted to
build such a program, but realized the
importance of fully understandin6
what is already in place before intro-
ducing something new. Therefore,
Haisley, Baker, Perez, and I decided to
survey current staff development
practices and to compare them with
the research-based recommendations
shown in Table 1.

We interviewed intensively a sample
of 47 elementary teachers, building
principals, and central office adminis-
trators in three-Oregon school districts.
The results were surprising. For exam-
ple, we found that teachers spent an
average of 73 hours in staff develop-
ment distributed across 7 different
activities over a year's time. Most of
the activities, however, were of brief
duration, as shown in Table avFew.
activities reflected the sustained, multi-
year effort that Fullan and Pomfret

Current staff development is
frequent, but fragmented and
without depth.

have found is required for school
improvement. (The activities of long
duration in Table 2 generally involved
university coursework for advanced
certification.) Also, the staff develop-
ment activities covered many topics
rather than focusing on a few preemi-
nent goals.

Contrary to some previous research,
this sample of teachers was satisfied
with 80 to 90 percent of their activities
depending upon the dimension being
rated. Teachers' high satifaction can
be explained by the fact that 88 percent

of the inservice activities were per-
ceived as relevant to their work; 63
percent of the activities required little
new learning; 78 percent of the ac-
tivities required no out-of-pocket
expense; incentrifes were present for
55 percent of-the activities; 49 percent
of them were voluntary and onlY6
percent were assessed afterwards.

These data characterize staff de-
velopment as frequent, but fragmented
and without depth. Staff development
activities are primarily unintrusive,
comfortable experiences that reinforCe
prevailing patterns of school work We
concluded that the research-based

recommendations for staff develop-
ment are seldom applied in practice.

Principal Involvement
My current research project with

Schalock and Fielding has begun to
grapple with the possibility of changing
prevalent patterns of staff development
activities through the direct involve-
ment of district adMinistrators. Recent
research on instructional leadership
has suggested ways to effect such a
change. A review of this research by
Leithwood and Montgomery indicates
that, at the elementary school level at
least, the building principal is critical to

TABLE. 2
Duration of Teacher Inservice Activities

1-3 4-10 11-50
Hours

51+



school improvement. Researchers
have found that many elementary
principals do not actively work toward
improvement of their school's. How-
ever, almost half of all principals do
contribute to school improvement and
seek to promote student cognitive
growth and happiness. Referring to
these principals' efforts to encourage
student achievement, Leithwood and'
Montgotnery state, "Effective principals
are exceptionally clear about this

by Good and Grouws The program
provides training4n a research-vali-
dated strategyfor managing rnathema-
tics instruction. The strategyAan be
thought of as a systematic daily lesson
plan having these key elements:

Daily revipw (8 minutes)review
previous day's work and
homework assignment; have
students practice mental compu-
tation.

each Monday (20 minutes) and
monthly review (whole period)
every fourth Monday.

In our experiment, teachers in five
schools are learning the strategy
through a staff development program
without principal involvement.
Teachers in another five schools are
participating in the same Program,'but
in addition their principals are being
trained to support the teachers'im-
plernentation of the strategy. (The

priority with all those with whom they
have Contact, and they are Wiling to
persist in the face of thnsiderable
frustration over long periods to pro:
mote this Priority" (p. 334).

The principals referred to in Leith-
wood and Montgomery's review were
naturally effective in their roles. The
question that Schalock, Fielding,*and I
are posing is whether typical principals
could be trained to be more effective
instructional leaders. We decided tO
answer the question by trying to jointly
train principals and teachers in the
staff development program developed

Development (20 minutes)--
teach new concepts and skills
meaningfully using manipula-
tives, process explanations, and
other techniques.; check kit
understanding before assigning
seatwork.
Seatwork (15 minutes)provide
monitored, successful practice,
and check work at end of allotted
time.' Assign homeworkassign 15
minutes of work to be completed
at home.
Special reviewsweekly review

following article describes oneof the
training sessions.) In this second
group of schools, the principals are
being asked to funttion as instructional
leaders..Instructional leadership means
attending the same training sessions
as the teachers, reading the same
materials, observing the teachers'
classes as they try to implement the
instructional management strategy,
conferencing with teachers afterwards,
generally encouraging teachers in
their change efforts, and providing
administrative support when appropri7
ate. The principals meet:together in



groups to be trained in these leadership
functions and to discuss problems
and solutions. .

Teachers and principals in yet
another five schools are receiving
none of the training described. The
three groups of schools will enable us
to compare the differential:effects of
participating or not particiPating in the
staff develoPment program. In addition,

Our sense is that teachers are
looking for instructional leader-
ship but do not know where to
find it.

we can assess the effects of planned
principal leadership compared to the
absence of such leadership.

Emerging Issues
The experiment in progress raises a

set of issues that extend beyond staff
development for teachers. The issues
involve fundamental problems of
school improvement and how it should
be managed.

How can expectations for student
work be raised? The assignment and
checking of homework is critical to
Good and Grouws' instructional man-
agement system. The correlation
between homework assignment and
student achievement inGood and
Grouws' research was very high (r =
.49). Someteachers in our experiment
have.reservations about assigning
homework, though, because it exceeds
their expectations of how much work
should be required of students. Also,
some parents complain when students
take home a school assignment.

Expectations for student work and
achievement is a policy issue that .

extends beyond teacher discretion and
the content of staff development
programs. The issue may surface in
the type of staff development program
described above, but it cannot be

resolved there. The efficacy'of staff
development seems to depend on
how policy for performance expecta-
tions gets 1-laped.and communicated
within a school district and perhaps
beyond. Little is knoWn about how to
increase performance expectations
once they have been established at a
certain leVel in a district, school, or
classroom.

How should academic require-
ments be enforced? Teachers are
sometimes reluctant to assign more
work to students beCause increased
student work is attended by burden.:
some record-keeping end enforce-
ment of deadlines and "standards for
quality. lt requires consistency and
patience in near-mythical proportions
to constantly monitor the completion
of homework and seatwork and, to
impose the penalties for incomplete or
unacceptable work. Some teachers
who instruct low-achieving students
feel powerless to enforce a homework
Policy even while acknowledging its
effectiveness inproviding distributed
practiCe of math skills. Teachers seem
to be looking to a higher level of au-
thority to establish and enforce in-
structional requirements. The exercise
of this authority by adrninistrators may
be an important element of effective
instructional leadership.

How should students be grouped
for instruction? As teachers discuss
instructional management in inservice
sessions, we are impressed by their
preoccupation with slow learners._One
of the principal's in our experiment'
commented, "Teachers appear to
spend 40 percent of their time dealing
with the bottom 10 percent of the
class." Many teachers use indi-
vidualized instruction and grouping to
accommodate slow learners, but these
methods are weak beeause students
not working directly with the teacher
tend to get off task e8sily. Also, in
individualized instruction, the teacher
can onlY spend a minute or two *ith
each student developing the concepts

t,

or skills being taught in the individual
learning packets.

Research suggests that whole-group
instruction is more effective for low-
achieving students, and this feature is
built into Good and Grouws' instruc.;:
tional management system. Instruc-
tional management of the classroom,
however, is just one solution to the
problem and not necessarily the most
effective. Other solutions involve ability
grouping, tracking, and alternative
schools, but they raise difficult policy
issues, especially for elementary school
education. The assignment of elemen-
tary students to classrooms or schools
by ability conflicts with egalitarian
values and with such educational
goals as mainstreeming. Again, we see
instructional issues surfacing in staff
develoPment prograrns, but they
cannot be resolved there without
administrative leadership.

Conclusion

The current experiment provides a
window into the staff development
process. Our most intriguing obserya-
tion so far is that critical issues of ,

instructional policy, including those
described above, ariseln staff develop-
ment programs. Traditional staff
develdpment, however, assumes that

.1

Expectations for student work
and achievement is a policy

. issue that extends beyond
teacher ditcretion and the con-
tent of staff development pro-
grams.

teachers are the central decision-mak-
ers about classroom instruction and
can resolve these issues by themselves.
In fact, such issues as expectations for
student work, enforcement of
academic requirements, ability group-
ing, and voluntary participation in staff



_

development cannot be resolved by
teachers and staff develOpers acting
alone. The issues are matters of policy
that require the involvement of admin-
istrators.

Our work and oiher recent research
points to the principal's role as a key
resource for school improvement and
staff development But is the principal
the only manager who needs to be

Our most intriguing observation
so far Is that critical issues of
instructional policy arise in staff
development programs.

involved? What roles do superinten-
dents, curriculum directori, school
boards, and parents need to fill in
setting policy for the instructional
issues described above? Who influ-
ences teachers sufficiently' to bring
about their full participation in a .

sanctioned staff development pro-
gram?

Our sense is that teachers are look-
ing for instructional leadership but do
hot know where to find it. Research
,can help by clarifying the levels of
leadership available to a school district

rzr for setting and iinplementing policy on
instructional issues. Unless such
leadership is identified and put to uSe,
it is doubtful that staff development
-programs or teachers acting alone can
do much to bring about school im-
provement.
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-Wednesday Morning
Live: 'Observations
on a Staff
Development Meeting

By Wynn De Bevoise

the boardroom in this elerrientary-
school-tumed-distrkt-office looks out
on a large warehouse. Almost lost
against the structure's gray weathered
shingles, pige6ns gather and disperse,
their meetings brief and fitful.

Inside the boardroom, elementary
teachers take their seats slowly and
deliberately. It is eight-fifteen in the
morning and they are waiting for a
training session to begin. As the.uni-
versity profeSsor and the district trainer
prepare the audiovisuals, the teachers
joke and grumble about being there.
They regard the questionnaires they
have been asked to fill out with evident
distaste. Sorne push them away. Their
faces resemble those of students who
feel they've been given an unfair

homework assignment The professor,
a consultant for this staff development
program, mildly explains the impor-
tance of their answers. He does not
react to the restraihed hostility. As the -
meeting is ready to begin, Most of the
teachers jump up to get a cup of
cOffee from the kitchen down the hall.
One laughs and observes that their
behavior is "off-task"

By the time everyone returns, the
principal has arrived and the atmos-
phere is more subdued. Some are
now filling out the questionnaires that
ask for their reactions to the first two
weeks of using a new instructional
method in their math lessons.

For the next 50 minutes, all partici-
pants view a videotape of a teacher
using Thomas L. Good and Doug!as
A. Grouws' Aciive Teaching of
Mathematics system in a rourth-grade
classroom. It is Good and Grouws' -

model that the teachers gathered fn
this room have been following for the
past two weeks. As they vatch the
videotape, several teachers continue
to fill out the questionnaire. They are
intent and seribus as they write, but
they also manage to follow the taped
presentation. The principal's attention
does not waver from the videotape. He
seems to be digesting every activity
and interaction in the filmed lesson.

In tbe exchange of views that follows,
the teachers bring up problems they
encounter in class that are not ad-
dressed in the videotape----discipline,
length of time it takes for students to
correct each other's papers, difficulties
in plannin6 lessons, and grouping
problems. They complain that
"canned" presentatons never quite
reflect their own unique classrooms.
An each teacheementions a problem,
several others offer suggestions and
techniques that work for them.

Initially, the interaction takes place .

among the teachers without interrup-
tion by the trainer, principal, or profes-
sor. Increasingly, however, questions
are posed directly to the trainer or the



proteisof, and the principal aiks
questions with greater freedom. He
sits between the trainer and the profes-
sor, opposite most of the teachers.
"The amonnt of time on task in the
videotape was impressive," he remarks.
The comment hangs Motionless for a
moment, but no one suggests that the
videotape represents an unachievable
ideal.

Discussion retums several times to
issues that are clearly of great concern
to the teachers. One such iSsue is
homework. Before the district agreed,
to participate in the present experiment,
teachers adhered to a policy of not
assigning homework. Under the Good
and Grouws system, they are expected
to assign homework daily.in the pre-
ceding meeting, there was resistance
to this new policy. Teachers predicted
that half the students would not do the
work and that parents would complain.
The principal intervened at this.point
and reiterated Good and Grouws'
specifications for homework assign-
ments: they should be given daily,
require no more than 15 minutes to

-complete, and reinforce skills the
..studenis have already acquired. In
addition, he signified that the teachers
should feel positive about the 50
pereent who do comPlete the assigned

What has become apparent as
the teachers discuss problems
and share solutions related to
using the model is their increas-
ing desire to see the effect of its
use on the work habits and skills
of their students.
NM!

work. "View the cup as half full," he
remarked, "rather than as half empty."

Apparently the teachers have taken
the principal's point to heart and have
gained a new perspective on the issue.
Now they are not discussing whether
they should give assignments to.be

completed outside of class, but how
they can most efficiently handle the
whole process. One young woman
wonders when to collect homework. "If
homework is to be reviewed the first
thing during math class,"..she says,
"and math is a fifth-period class, do we
collect homework at the beginning of
the school day or after the work has
been reviewed?" An older male teacher,
obviously a veteran-of many years,
points out that if students are expected
to complete their homework outside
of class, it has to be collected first
thing in the morning. Another man,
younger and not afraid to show en-
thusiasm, suggests making a transition
from the preceding class to math by
passing back the homework that had
been collected at the beginning of the
day. "When possible," he adds, "I have
already corrected the work by the time
I give it back for review. Of course,
that's not always possible."

The teachers' comments indicate-
that left to themselves they might not
have devised a consistent method for
nandling practice work and grading.
The necessity imposed by the new
instnictional method, the guidance
provided by the training program, and
the principal's reassurance give them
a sense of security in attempting neW
activities. With this support all apPear
to have established organized ways of
coping with the assignment and grad-
ing of homework

"I'm getting a positive response,"
remarks one teacher. "There's cooper-
ation from home; everyone's expecting
homework" She seems slightly sur-
prised by her success. "In fact, I think
the kids like the structure of regular
homework. They like to know what's
coming. And they're eager to see how
they've done on last night's assign-
ment"

"Yes," adds another. "And POW

when a student or the parents come in
and demand to know why I gave a low
grade, I don't have to worry. I just open
my gradebook and it's all right there,"

8

Another issue important to the
teachers is that of student grouping.
Before the experiment, many had
used some form of individualized
instruction. Good and Grouws in-
structional system emphasizes whole
group instruction. All teachers express
concern about how to handle daises
in which most of the students catch on
to new concepts quickly but a few lag
behind. Do you aim for mastery by all
students, slowing down the pace and
risking loss of interest in the brightest
group? Or do you quicken the pace

11=111,

The training session has offered
the teachers a rare opportunity
to talk about problems and com-
mon experiences in teaching.

and accept the fact that the slowest
students will not fully grasp most con-
cepts?

SeVeral teacherS use students who
understand a lesion to help those who
do not understand. The profesior
assures them that the model is flexible
and easily allows for this type of adap-
tation. He adds other suggestions to
help the teachers cope with students
who learn at different speeds. "Explain
the material in a new way for the stu-
dents who didn't understand the initial
explanation. Sharing a different way to.
approach a problem deepens every- .

one's understanding. Or give students
different seatwork and homework
assignments, depending on their abili-
ties."

Several teachers nod. The question
comes up again.."Does the system
allow for individualization of activities
during the time devoted to seatwork?"

"Absolutely," responds the trainer.
"Look, this system is designed to help
you. We're not trying to change what
you were already doing, we're trying to
enhance it." Relief is expressed in
smiles around the table.



The principal, who has been rein-
forcing teachers' suggestions, be-
comes more actiVely involved irc the
discussion at this point He wants to
know how often they use a discovery
activity similar to the one demonstrated
in themideotape. Their responses
seem honest, not bound by what they
think he would like to hear. Would it
help, he wbnders, if teachers gave the
"greyhounds" creative work in class
rather than homework. In unison, the
teachers say no. That type of differenti-
ation would reward the bright students
and it is the slow ones that need to be
rewarded. He then questions them.
about manipulatives. "What manipula-
tives do you have," he asks, "and what
ones would you like to have?"

One woman answers that she has
some geo boards,,Which she uses for
teaching about fractions.

"Where did you get them?" asks the
principal.

"I made them," she responds and
describes the materials needed.

Clearly, the principal is becoming
familiar with the small details of class-
room management under the Good
and Grouws system.

At the conclusion of this meeting,
which is the last training session,

teachers Surprise the trainer by asking
about getting together again at the
end of the school year to review próg-
ress. Their desire to devote further
time to discussion indicates that they
are finding the training beneficial and
belies the reluctant atmosphere with
which the session began.

These teachers do not feel they are
voluntary participants in the im-
plementation of the Good and Grouws
system. The project was approved and
mandated by district .administrators. It
is not surprising, then, that the partici-
pants might feel misgMngs and some
resentment about the training. What
has become apparent, however, as"the
teachers discus's problems and share
solutions relatedto using the model is
their increasing desire to see the effects
of its use on the work habits arid skills
of their students. The encouragement
and flexibility of the principal, trainer,
and professor have helped the teachers
move from a position of resistance to
one of involvement.

Chattering in relaxed tones, the
teachers move intoThe hallway. The
training session has offered them a
rare opportunity to talk about problems
and common experiences in teaching.
They share last-minute information

before climbing into their cars, again
as isolated as in their separate class.-
rooms.

Meanwhile, in.the nearly deserted
boardroom, the trainer and the profes:
sor review the morning's discussiorl.
They are pleased. The teachers' re-
quest to meet again has offered unex-
pected Confirmation that the experi-
Ment seems to be workino. The assis-
tant superintendent stops by'briefly to
say that the principal considers the
session a clear success.

Despite barred windows, empty
chairs, and a series of tables littered
with empty coffee cups, the boardroom
radiates warmth. This is.collegiality_oh_t---
a level unknown to pigeons.
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